




Root is a Myanmar eatery that bends the 
rules. Mixing the traditional with the modern, 
we’ve brought our favourite dishes across the 
Wa hills to be paired for the first time with 
expertly crafted international cocktails. All 

with a Root twist of course!

welcome!
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Pickled Mustard Vegetable Soup 
Beef with Bamboo Shoot
Wa Style Mashed Potato
Crispy Fried Smoked Beef
Deep Fried Chilli Chicken
Fennel Moik
Smoked Beef Moik
Vegetable Moik
Capuccino
Farmer’s tea

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10

9

7

favourites
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charcoal grilled



Charcoal grilled meat 
dishes, marinated in Wa 

traditional recipe.

Each dish is served with 
homemade chilli sauce on 

the side.

It’s best paired with a plate 
of moik!
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moik
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Brown rice, widely grown in the Wa 
regions, is essential for cooking Moik. 

Wa people eat 3 kinds of Moik; the dry, 
the wet and the soupy Moik. 

At ROOT, we maily serve the wet Moik, 
varying in the broth, meat and vegetable 

use. 
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vegetable moik
beef moik
lentil moik
fennel moik
smoked beef moik
pumpkin moik

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

moik
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Smoked Beef salad
Lettuce wrapped fish fillet
ROOT fried rice
Green Bean salad
Pumpkin moik
Grilled Whole Fish
Farmer’s tea

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

favourites
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wa tea 
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The organic green tea served at ROOT 
is homegrown  in our family farm on a 

hill in “Kun Ma”.

Wa Green Tea is one of the key 
ingredient in  some of our uniquely 

crafted ROOT special cocktails.
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wa liquor
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Made through fermenting 
millets, every township has their 
own varied recipes of the Liquor. 
The one served at ROOT is from 

a township called “Yin Phang”. It 
is sweeter and less intense than 

others.

Fun Fact: During house visits, guests 
will be offered Wa liquor, often used 
for prayers. Guest would pour drips 

of it slowly as they say prayers to the 
ancestors before offering the drink to the 

host as a sign of respect.
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proverbs
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Had kaox ndēe dum glang, 
hang hrom nyīex houig nyōu.
The tree is bare where the hawk rests, 
the heart is warm in the home where guests. 

Kaox goui num, rom goui dāoh
Every tree has a trunk; all water has a source.

Hrid jīa līh blag njēe, gloung blai 
nyēe gah nqeeih
The decanting siphon tube points downward, the cup of 
rice beer aims at the mouth.
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How are you?

Thank you.

Delicious!

I love ROOT.

Nyawm ot maix?

Ting bon son

Nyawm tix ih!

Moh aux ROOT
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language
How are you?

Thank you.

Delicious!

I love ROOT.
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ting buan son
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